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Abstract
The growing popularity of the Internet along with the availability of
powerful computers and high-speed networks as low-cost commodity
components is changing the way we do (high performance) computing
and the emergence of two advanced computing themes: "cluster
computing" and "global (network) computing" (grid computing). This
technology opportunity enables the clustering or coupling of a wide
variety of geographically distributed resources such as desktop
computers, clusters, storage systems, data sources, and scientific
instruments, and allows them to be used as a single unified resource and
thus forms what is popularly known as “computational (power) grids”. In
this talk we raise a number of open challenges that cluster computing
and the grid researchers and developers need to address.
The presentation focuses on challenges in building commodity
computational grids and computing portals that allow anyone to access
any amount of computing power (from desktop computers, clusters, or
grids) from anywhere at anytime, of course from any platform including
PDAs. We will discuss various approaches to building such a grand
challenge systems by surveying the major international adventures in
developing this upcoming technology. There are number of social and
administrative issues need to be addressed in order to build successful
industrial computational power grids. We will share our experience in
developing economy driven resource management and scheduling system
for the grid that should answer whether such a scalable computing is a
hype or reality?
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